
 

 

 

Spiritual Mind Treatment for our  

New Permanent Home 2023 

In this moment, I stand in full recognition that God is all there is. That there is 

nothing outside of God, the One Divine Presence, the One Source of all 

abundance, love, peace, and fulfillment as It reveals our Sacred new permanent 

home now. 

I am one with It. I allow Spirit to flow through me with no blockages, around and 

about me with no resistance. I exist in God and as I exist in God so does my 

beloved Center for Spiritual Living Fullerton. 

I now speak my word for our beloved Center, knowing that the perfect permanent 

home is already here, ready to reveal itself to us now! The home is the perfect size 

for us, with space for a beautiful sanctuary, classrooms for our children, business 

offices, a prayer room, and an office for our minister. Our perfect place has a 

kitchen and a fellowship hall, so we can have delicious meals and coffee fellowship. 

There is outdoor space for enjoying one another and many amenities that are 

perfect for us. This place is easily accessible by everyone, and there are plenty of 

parking spaces for us. This place is centrally located for our congregation, visitors, 

and all those who are called to join our mission. It is priced just right, and we can 

afford to own it with ease. This place already exists in the mind of God and is 

revealing itself to us now, and we welcome our new, sacred, permanent home with 

joy and gratitude. 

I am grateful for the many blessings of this moment, for myself and for my 

beloved center. I know that this prayer for finding our new permanent home is 

already completed in the Mind of God. 

I release this word into the Creative Medium of the Law. 

And so it is … Amen. 

Affirmation: 

God is our Source, and our new permanent home is our demonstration. 


